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Abstract
Recent methods of self-supervised visual representation learning are based on instance discrimination tasks aiming at learning non-trivial representations insensitive to a carefully chosen set of augmentations. These methods are closing the gap with the supervised approaches, even outperforming them in some cases, while having the advantage of not requiring expert supervision. This paper will overview some of these methods, and discuss a research direction aiming at including sensitivity to some augmentations.
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1 Introduction
Learning pertinent visual representations is a crucial and challenging problem to achieve good performance on downstream tasks while allowing for better data efficiency. Learning such representations in a self-supervised manner, i.e. without human supervision, allows the use of plentiful raw data, opening the application of deep learning to domains suffering from a lack of annotations. Yet, self-supervised learning requires finding a supervisory signal obtainable from the data.

Recent successful approaches in visual representation learning are based on instance discrimination tasks, and more precisely on building augmentations-invariant embeddings [1, 2, 3, 5]. These methods are closing the gap with the supervised approaches, even being competitive in some cases as few-shot learning. Still, learning such an invariant property encourages embeddings to be insensitive to augmentations, i.e. to leave the information modifiable by the transformations. This way, the set of possible transformations has to be carefully selected. For instance, if one requires color information to be in the representations, then the set of transformations should avoid color manipulation. Sec. 2 will briefly overview some of these recent methods relying on an invariance task, while in Sec. 3 we will identify why using only insensitivity may be sub-optimal, and show, based on recent work and our preliminary results, how explicit sensitivity can be beneficial to representations. Finally, Sec. 4 will stand for the perspectives and future works we aim for.

2 Existing Methods
Recent methods are mostly siamese networks with an instance discrimination task [1, 2, 3, 5]. They aim to build a latent space where two augmentations of the same image

Figure 1 – Common base shared by recent methods. The input image $x$ is augmented in two ways to give the views $v$ and $v'$. These views are then passed through an encoder to give respectively the representations $h$ and $h'$, which are then passed in a projection head that outputs respectively the embeddings $z$ and $z'$ on which the loss is applied.
have similar embeddings, see Fig. [1] while using various tricks to avoid simple solution collapse. Thus, the resulting embeddings are insensitive to the possible augmentations, requiring the set of used augmentations to be carefully chosen, as specified in the previous section. Current state-of-the-art methods are almost all using the same set of transformations, which have been constructed experimentally by testing multiple combinations [2]. These transformations are strong enough to make the views very different at the pixel level (i.e., crop, color jitter, etc.), while preserving the original semantic information of the source image, thus forcing the representations to encode this shared semantic to be similar.

On top of this, the embeddings on which the invariance loss is applied are not directly the representations, but a non-linear projection of the representations, as this has shown to improve performance. One hypothesis is that it could allow some augmentation-related information to be present in the representations, as this projection could filter it before the loss. This projection can be seen as an invariance-head, taking the form of a multi-layer perceptron, which is only used by the invariance task during representation learning.

### 3 Research Hypothesis

The importance of the selected augmentations, and the final projection applied to the representations, shows us that we can separate augmentations into two groups: the ones for which the representations benefit from insensitivity (crop, color jitter, etc.), and the ones for which sensitivity is beneficial (rotation, vertical flip, etc.). Moreover, this separation experimentally seems the same for all recent methods performing augmentation-invariance tasks. While a large number of recent methods have simply ignored the augmentations requiring sensitivity [1][3][5][6], only one, to the best of our knowledge, has tried to add explicit sensitivity to these augmentations while keeping an invariance task [4]. This last method consists of a framework that proposes to add an extra head with a second task that predicts the transformation, i.e., rotation, that has led to a given view based on its representation. It can be seen as image invariance, as two images augmented in the same way are classified similarly, whereas recent methods perform augmentation invariance. Consequently, it forces the model to encode augmentation-related information into the representations, making them sensitive to these augmentations. Therefore, the transformations used for this task have to be the ones for which sensitivity has shown to be beneficial, such as rotation or vertical flip. This addition has demonstrated to improve existing methods of the state of the art such as [2][3][6].

On our side, we have also explored the same idea of using an extra head with a second task to add an explicit sensitivity to some augmentations. We have started experimenting with a task of non-trivial equivariance, aiming at building a latent space in which displacements caused by augmentations in the image space are significant. Therefore, we differ from recent methods that rely on invariance, where such displacements are null. We also differ from [4] as we do not have image invariance and as we structure the latent space so that the displacements are predictable from the augmentations parameters. Altogether, our addition guarantees that some augmentation-related information is present and structured in the representations. Preliminary results using SimCLR [2] as a baseline, on which we have added our extra head and task, have shown to lower the error from around 9% to 7.5% on CIFAR10 using the usual linear classification evaluation.

### 4 Discussion and Perspectives

We believe explicit augmentation sensitivity has been under-explored in recent visual representation learning methods. We also believe that some discarded augmentations could benefit a non-invariant task. Following recent work and our preliminary results, we suggest that such explicit augmentation sensitivity may be a good research direction and could lead to more state-of-the-art improvements in visual representation learning. Our future work will aim at scaling our experiments to more baselines such as BYOL [5] and more datasets such as ImageNet. We also plan to perform few-shot evaluations while experimenting with the set of augmentations for which explicit sensitivity is significantly beneficial.
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